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THE HIGHER CONCIOUSNESS

The higher consciousness is inside the fundamental Knowledge regarding the Gods and their Folk and the

heritage that leads us all forward to our united aim for victory in the War of all Wars. The War is always at

work; now mostly cowardly intervening in everything that can be found in this world, and as most very well

know of: The Gods always work after the highest and final results. The Knowledge will be the durable state

in the New Time; to which all of humanity gladly will stand.

 

THE FOE

 

The foes, certainly not undeservedly known as our parasites, have long dedicated themselves with triggering

Midgard, so that the awaited return of the Gods and humanity’s New Time could look as if it’s a revolution

against their parasitic work… Furthermore they wish to make this coming return of the Gods in this world as

painful and incomprehensible for humanity as they possibly can. Their plan with their continuing slaughter,

and that undeniably almost inconceivable degrading of people in all parts in this world; is to force the

unknowing parts of humanity to remain down in their forced upon retarded state. This is sadly how awkward

and undignified the state of this world has become and this is the cost

an all too large part of this world got paid after being thralls beneath the foes constructions and filthy fake

religions for hundreds of years.

 

“The foes’ fakery with ridiculous “religions” and

“ideologies” are considered by the most

brainwashed to be in a constant and unshakable

condition which you are forced to be guided by; in

spite of that it lacks all of our rights and the true

and sane Reality.”

 

The coming scenario with extreme pain and hatred coming from the insight over how the people of this

world have been fooled and forced down will we be able to counteract for most, since it fully will be

redeemed manifold with the returning of the Gods and our New Time.

 

THE PUNISHMENT IS LAW

 

The old well-known thefts of the Gods’ names and the attempts to dirty down our holy Tru have been used

ruthlessly inside the still continuing demeanour of people’s identities, Identities which often have been made

into garbage by being named after the foes themselves; that would be after the undeniably lowest beings that

sadly still exist. Know that the foes parasitic thefts can never be called time-honoured and for nothing be left

alone with a dry and backwards narcissistic verification as if this was not to any of our concern. It’s at the

very core a consciously planned and extreme defilement of our own lives and our

ifesustaining honour. To sit silently and “accepting” the foes’ dirt shows an incredible resignation leading



further into mental deficiency. The foes’ fakery with ridiculous “religions” and “ideologies” are considered

by the most brainwashed to be in a constant and unshakable condition which you are forced to be guided by;

in spite of that it lacks all of our rights and the true and sane Reality.

 

The foes’ lies will need to be exterminated in our world if we are to live in healthy societies and gain our

own freedom. The retarded state which is forcing us to “accept” a non-life down in the foes’ faeces; such a

living is truthfully heart-breaking and death would be, mildly put, much preferable.

 

May our foes’ manipulations be exterminated at any cost. We will never forget or belittle the crimes against

Viet in the Middle-period.
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